Saving Lives and Assets
Since 1974

COMPANY PROFILE
Technoswitch is an ISO 9001:2015 certified company that
designs, manufactures, imports and sells high-quality fire
detection, suppression and control equipment.
Technoswitch has supplied high-quality fire detection and suppression products to
sub-Saharan Africa since 1974.
Our headquarters and manufacturing facilities are based in Johannesburg, with
branches and training facilities in Cape Town and Durban. We are also continually
expanding our distribution channels into sub-Saharan Africa.
With a staff complement of over 60 and a dedicated Technical and R&D
department, Technoswitch has the experts to ensure we can live up to our vision of
Saving Lives and Assets. Our support team is distinguished by their functional and
technical expertise and hands‑on experience, ensuring that our clients receive the
most effective and professional service. Our goal is to exceed the expectations of
every client by providing outstanding customer service.
Technoswitch designs and manufactures its own control equipment locally and
complements these with an imported range of high-quality intelligent control panels
and other fire detection, suppression and signalling products. These world‑class
products include flame, smoke and heat detectors, aspirating smoke detectors,
motorised beam detectors, linear heat detectors, and a range of fire suppression
solutions. Many of these are award‑winning products, and all of them have
extensive certification approvals. Our suppliers are international leaders in their
respective fields and include Advanced, Apollo Fire Detectors, KAC, Klaxon,
Protectowire, Rotarex Firetec, Securiton, Spectrex, Stat-X, Teletek Electronics,
The Fire Beam Company, and Xtralis.
Exceptional functional and technical expertise coupled with extensive industry
knowledge and a large range of sophisticated, certified fire detection products
makes Technoswitch the ideal choice as your preferred supplier of fire detection
and suppression products.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES
Our products are designed to cater for the harsh environments found in
Southern Africa.
An extensive range of technologically proven fire detection and suppression
equipment is available.
Additionally, we seek to assist, where possible, in adapting our products to meet
customer-specific demands.
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Fire Control Panels
Extinguishing Panels
Fire Graphics & Remote Monitoring
Heat & Smoke Detection
Warning Devices
Optical Beam Smoke Detection
Flame Detection
IR Transit Heat Detection
Linear Heat Detection
Aspirating Smoke Detection
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Gas Detection
Power Supplies
Test Equipment
Ancillary Products
Emergency Voice Communications
Object Fire Suppression
Total Flooding Suppression
Kitchen Fire Suppression
Vehicle Fire Suppression

APPLICATIONS
Innovation, quality, consistency and reliability are paramount in our vision to provide
the best products for your applications.
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Commercial
Data Centres, Telecommunications
Hazardous Areas
Healthcare
Hospitality
Industrial
Large Open Spaces
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Marine Environment
Mining
Petrochemical, Oil & Gas
Power Generation
Retail
Transportation, Logistics
Warehousing, Cold Storage

SERVICES OFFERED
n
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Nitrogen filling station
Outstanding customer service
Repairs and technical support
Regional stock-holding
Full training on fire detection systems, including SAQCC certified training
Assistance with system design and budgetary costing
Locally designed and manufactured, as well as world-class imported fire
detection and suppression equipment

www.technoswitch.co.za

VISION, MISSION & VALUE STATEMENT
VISION
Saving lives and assets.

MISSION
To deliver innovative fire detection and suppression solutions by providing reliable
products and by sharing our expertise with our partners.

OUR VALUES
n INTEGRITY
We act with integrity towards our colleagues, customers and suppliers.

n TEAMWORK
We work as a team to accomplish our goals and celebrate these together.

n CUSTOMER COMMITMENT
We value our customer and strive to deliver on our commitments.

n SUSTAINABILITY
We endeavour to meet our financial, social and environmental obligations.

n KNOWLEDGE
We pursue growth and learning.

QUALITY POLICY
Technoswitch is committed to developing, implementing and continually improving our
Quality Management System in accordance with the ISO 9001:2015 requirements.
As part of that commitment, we endeavour to:
n Listen to our customers and strive to deliver approved, reliable products and
services that meet customer expectations.
n Achieve increased market penetration in other African territories through the timely
supply and support of quality fire detection and suppression products.
n Adhere to the statutory and legal requirements applicable to our business.
n Continuously offer learning opportunities to uplift and promote a positive workforce.
n Implement and maintain healthy, ethical financial policies to create a stable financial
backbone.
n Continually promote a quality culture within the organisation to support the mission
and vision of the company.
n Achieve and maintain SAQCC accreditation of our external training courses and
thereby technically uplifting our customer base and reducing the number of on-site
technical enquiries.
n Build the Technoswitch brand as the leading and preferred manufacturer and
supplier of world-class fire detection and suppression products in sub-Saharan
Africa, thereby increasing customer base, loyalty and retention.
n Provide professional and accurate technical support services to customers and
staff, thereby ensuring the effective and successful implementation of Technoswitch
systems.
n Provide all our customers with accurate, on-time deliveries by ensuring our
stock is well controlled, organised and clearly identified with a minimum of stock
discrepancies.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
 FIRE CONTROL PANELS
– CONVENTIONAL

Technoswitch manufactures and imports
a complete range of Conventional
Fire Control Panels that is suited for
the commercial sector through to
weatherproof versions with a proven
track record in the mining sector.
High‑end functionality includes event
logs and repeaters. Our conventional
range of fire panels includes –

 EXTINGUISHING PANELS

Our range of Extinguishing Control
Panels caters for all requirements – from
the most basic extinguishing systems
to more advanced systems that require
display countdown, event logs, repeaters,
etc.
The range includes –

 CUSTOM-BUILT PANELS

One of our key differentiators from other
suppliers is our ability to offer Custom-Built
Panels, interfaces and enclosures. Our
full turnkey service ensures you get the
custom panel you need for any installation
challenge.

§ Locally designed and manufactured
EN 54 compliant ORYX fire and
repeater panel range.
§ EN 54 Parts 2 and 4 approved panels.
§ Panels certified for marine
applications.

§ A 19‑inch rack‑mountable all‑in‑one
fire and extinguishant control system
to protect electronic equipment in
19‑inch cabinets.
§ Weatherproof versions.
§ EN12094 and EN 54 approved options.
§ Marine approved suppression panels.

Our COBRA range of panels, for example,
is designed to meet specific end-user
requirements in the mining environment.

 FIRE CONTROL PANELS
– I NTELLIGENT

 POINT TYPE HEAT & SMOKE
D ETECTION

 FLAME DETECTION

Advanced’s Intelligent Fire Panels
protect people and property in over
60 countries worldwide, in many of
the most prestigious and challenging
locations. Applications range from small,
single‑panel sites to huge multi‑node
networks across a range of industries.
With unique features such as Dynamix
Tools, TouchControl and AlarmCalm,
the Advanced panels are known for
their leading performance, reliability,
flexibility and ease of installation and
use. In addition, the Advanced panels
are also able to be fully integrated into
BMS systems using powerful protocol
translation tools.
The range carries numerous approvals,
including EN 54 Parts 2, 4,13, and FM.

Technoswitch has a complete offering of
Point Type Heat and Smoke Detectors,
including world‑class Apollo conventional
and intelligent point detectors, wireless,
flush mount industrial, and batteryoperated stand‑alone smoke detectors.
Our point type offering is suitable for
various residential, trade, commercial
or industrial applications – we have
a detector to suit, regardless of
the requirement or how harsh the
environment is.
All point type detectors are certified and
third-party approved to the relevant EN 54
standard. The range also includes IS and
marine approved versions.

The COBRA100 panel consists of a
flame detector interface, power supply,
compressor, and air filter elements housed
in a customised enclosure for outdoor
installation.

Flame Detectors operate in the harshest
environmental conditions and are selfcontained stand‑alone devices designed to
directly connect to control and alarm systems
or automatic fire extinguishing systems.
Our range includes –
§ IR3, combined UV/IR, single UV, single
IR, and a multi-IR detector that offers
combined hydrocarbon and hydrogen
flame detection.
§ A specialist spark detector for industrial
applications to protect enclosed, dark
areas where visible light is not present.
§ Explosion-proof and intrinsically safe
versions for hazardous environments and
optional air purge solutions for dirty, dusty
environments.
§ EN 54, FM, Marine and SIL3 approved.

To view our complete PRODUCT RANGE, visit www.technoswitch.co.za

 FIRE GRAPHICS
& REMOTE MONITORING

GSNet is a Fire Graphics Package that
allows you to view and control your fire
system on PC a using graphics with
device-specific details.
Drax AMX Alarm Management Software
facilitates the integration, management
and control of one or more fire alarm
systems remotely.
Scalable from a single fire panel to a
nationwide network of multiple fire alarm
systems, the AMX can provide a simple
text-based alarm reporting tool to a
comprehensive graphics system providing
detailed floor plan locations of a critical
event.

 LINEAR HEAT DETECTION
– D IGITAL

 ASPIRATING SMOKE DETECTION
– V ESDA

VESDA’s Very Early Warning Smoke
Detectors are available in various models
to accommodate a broad range of
environments and applications.
The VESDA range is EN 54 and FM
approved and UL listed.
From small to very large open spaces,
and from the cleanest to the dirtiest
environments, VESDA provides reliable,
high‑sensitivity, very early warning smoke
detection.
The VESDA ASD offering can also be
coupled with the VESDA Sensepoint
to provide reliable detection of gases
for occupant protection and process
monitoring while simultaneously ensuring
protection against fire threats.

 LINEAR HEAT DETECTION
– S PECIAL

Technoswitch supplies a range of
specialised LHD products from Securiton.

Protectowire Standard Digital HeatSensitive Cable detects heat anywhere
along its length. It is available in various
alarm activation temperatures and outer
jacket materials to cater for different
environments.
We also offer the Protectowire Confirmed
Temperature Initiation (CTI) Linear
Heat Detector that uses thermo-couple
technology to distinguish between a short
caused by physical damage or a short
caused by heat actuation.
All Protectowire LHD cable is FM
approved, UL listed and approved for
hazardous areas.

The SecuriHeat ADW pneumatic LHD
offering is resettable and delivers
false alarm-free operation in harsh
environments.
The SecuriHeat d-LIST system offer
addressable LHD for special applications.
§ Precise detection,
high reaction speed,
simple installation and
commissioning, and
a maintenance‑free
design.
§ Different sensor intervals, branches
in the sensor cable, and individual
temperature sensors allow for the
perfect solution for any application.
§ Hazardous-area version available.
§ Approvals include EN 54, FM and UL.

 ASPIRATING SMOKE DETECTION
– S ECURISMOKE

SecuriSmoke ASD Detectors are
available in three models – the main
difference being the maximum possible
monitoring area.
Whether in IT racks, production halls or
large deep-freeze areas, SecuriSmoke
ASD has the perfect fire protection
solution for all safety requirements
– this means that protection without
compromise is now even more costeffective in small premises.
Multiple SecuriSmoke ASD detectors
can be connected back to an elegant
7‑inch touch screen display, setting new
standards for user experience.
The SecuriSmoke range is EN 54 and
FM approved and UL listed.

 LINEAR HEAT DETECTION
– F IBRE OPTIC

Fibre Optic LHD systems provide very
early temperature-rise detection and
monitoring, distributed along a length
of fibre optic sensor cable, configurable
into multiple detection zones to suit the
particular installation.
The system is best described as a
continuous linear thermometer actively
reporting temperature readings in realtime. The restorable linear heat detector
comprises quartz fibres enclosed in a
low smoke zero halogen jacket and is
immune to all EMI and RFI.
The Protectowire FiberSystem 8000 is UL
listed and protects high-risk commercial
and industrial hazards that demand
high reliability and customised system
features.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
 OPTICAL BEAM SMOKE
DETECTION – OSID

The Open‑area Smoke Imaging
Detection (OSID) by Xtralis is an
innovative system for reliable,
cost‑effective smoke detection for large,
open spaces — warehouses, airports,
stadiums, malls — that pose unique
challenges to reliable fire detection
due to their environmental nature and
limitations.
OSID combines advanced dualwavelength projected beams and optical
imaging technology for early warning
smoke detection. It provides a low-cost,
reliable and easy-to-install solution that
overcomes typical beam detection
issues such as false alarm incidents and
alignment difficulties.
OSID systems are FM approved and UL
listed.

 GAS DETECTION – SENSEPOINT

The VESDA Sensepoint XCL gas
detection solution utilises the ASD
pipe network to deliver superior gas
detection via multiple hole (multi-point)
sampling.
The combined solution provides reliable
detection of various gases for occupant
protection and process monitoring
whilst simultaneously ensuring
protection against fire threats.
The Sensepoint XCL Large Bore
portfolio has a range of gas sensors to
address a wide range of applications
and, through its Bluetooth interface,
can be paired with a smart device for
commissioning and maintenance. The
smart device application (Sensepoint
App) provides quick access to detector
diagnostic information and simplifies
detector configuration, calibration and
bump testing.

 OPTICAL BEAM SMOKE DETECTION
– FIRE BEAM

 OPTICAL BEAM SMOKE DETECTION
– ILIA

The Fire Beam Xtra self-aligns to
the centre of the reflector during
commissioning and will automatically
keep alignment when building movement
occurs. This intelligent motorisation results
in less false alarms, thereby saving time,
resources, and ultimately, money.

The ILIA Beam Smoke Detector detects
smoke and fire and is suitable for standard
interior applications; the ILIA-PRO is suited
for dusty environments.

The Fire Beam BLUE uses the advanced
Fire Beam Xtra technology, with the same
reliability, benefits and an unbeatable
range of 160 metres, but is commissioned
and controlled using the Fire Beam BLUE
App with a phone or tablet instead of a
controller.
The Fire Beam range is VdS approved
and fully compliant to EN 54 part 12.

 GAS DETECTION – LI-ION

The Li-ion Tamer Rack Monitoring
detection system improves the safety of
Li-ion batteries.
It provides an alert to the initial venting of
electrolyte solvent vapours (off-gassing
phase) that occurs early in the failure
mode of Li-ion batteries, well in advance
of Thermal Runaway and smoke and
traditional gas detection.
The Li-ion Tamer system consists of two
primary components: sensors that are
very sensitive to Li-ion battery electrolyte
compounds and the controller that
processes and manages the sensors’
signal.

Unlike conventional models, the fire
detector detects smoke-related attenuations
and typical modulation frequencies caused
by unusual increases in temperatures and
flames.
All adjustment, testing and maintenance
work can be performed on the easily
accessible control unit.
The ILIA range carries VdS approval and is
EN 54‑12 compliant.

 GAS DETECTION – QUASAR

The SafEye Quasar 900 is an open
path detection system that provides
continuous monitoring for combustible
hydrocarbon gases. It employs “spectral
fingerprint” analysis of the atmosphere
using the Differential Optical Absorption
Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique.
The Quasar 900 consists of a Xenon Flash
infrared transmitter and infrared receiver
separated over a line of sight from 7 m up
to 200 m in extremely harsh environments
where dust, fog, rain, snow or vibration can
cause a high reduction of signal.
The Quasar 900 includes heated windows
to eliminate condensation and icing, HART
capability for digital communication and is
designed to meet SIL2 per IEC61508 and
FM performance approved per FM6325
and tested per EN60079-29-4.

To view our complete PRODUCT RANGE, visit www.technoswitch.co.za

 IR TRANSIT HEAT DETECTION

 MANUAL C ALL POINTS

Combustible materials being transported
on conveyor systems have the potential to
self-ignite. An IR Transit Heat Sensor can
provide early-warning protection along a
conveyor susceptible to excessive heat
conditions, avoiding catastrophic fire
damage and substantial consequential
losses.
Typical applications are
§ Coal conveyors
§ Waste Recycling conveyors
§ Biomass conveyors
§ Food processing conveyors
The IR Transit Heat Sensors are supplied
with a custom air-purge solution that
ensures the detector’s sensors are kept
clean when operating in these harsh
environments.
An explosion-proof version is available for
hazardous areas.

A comprehensive collection of
EN 54‑11 approved Manual Call
Points complements the wide product
range available in our intelligent and
conventional offerings.
Each manual call point is available in
different colour options, with either
a glass or resettable element and a
back‑box for surface mounting. Models
with additional features such as LED
indicators and double-pole contacts are
also available.
The range includes marine approved
versions, explosion-proof, and
intrinsically safe versions for hazardous
environments.

 TEST E QUIPMENT

 POWER SUPPLIES

Regular testing of fire detection systems
is essential to ensure equipment is
functioning properly, thereby ensuring they
are effectively triggered in the event of an
incident.

A fire alarm system requires a robust
power supply to ensure the safe continuity
of fire detection.

Our range of Testing Equipment includes:
§
§
§
§
§

Smoke & Heat Test Kits
Telescopic Poles
Smoke Aerosol
CO Test Sprays
Smoke Pens

Our power supply unit range can be used
in any fire alarm installation requiring a
stable, reliable supply for operation.
§ Technoswitch manufactures a range of
EN 54‑4 compliant integrated switchmode power supplies and battery
chargers.
§ We also offer a range of EN54-4
certified power supplies consisting of
1.5 A, 3 A and 5 A options that feature
advanced technology to improve
performance and system reliability.

 WARNING D EVICES

Our extensive offering of Warning
Devices includes electronic
sounders, voice enhanced sounders,
sirens, beacons, sounder/beacon
combinations, and bells.
The fire alarm sounder range includes:
§ Sonos sounders for small to medium
commercial applications and Nexus
sounders for high output industrial
applications – available with a variety
of supply voltage options.
§ Marine approved versions, explosionproof and intrinsically safe versions
for use in hazardous environments.

 ANCILLARY E QUIPMENT –
TECHNOSWITCH

All fire detection and suppression
systems require a range of Ancillary
Products to complete an installation.
The Technoswitch offering of ancillary
products includes:
§
§
§
§
§

Fire Document Holders
Evacuation Signs
Aircon and Relay Interfaces
Extinguishing Release Interfaces
LHD and Flame Detector Interfaces

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
– FIBRE CONVERTERS

The Technoswitch Dual Channel Fibre
Optic Converter ensures reliable data
communication for both Radial and
Ring Topology Networks. The units are
designed to improve the Quality of Service
(QoS) for Life Safety Networks while
operating under the performance criteria
required by EN54-13 and SANS10139
Part 1.

 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
– DOOR HOLDERS

 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
– ANTI‑VANDAL

Our range of anti-vandal protective products
includes –

The use of a range of SFP (Small Form
Factor Pluggable) transceivers offers
unsurpassed flexibility. Options for SFP
transceivers include multi-mode and
single-mode transceivers, supporting
transmission distances from 550 m to
20 km.

Fire doors should be kept closed to
prevent fire or smoke from spreading
throughout a building. However, this can
cause problems in buildings with high
human traffic flow – education institutions,
hospitals, care homes and hotels.
Magnetic door release units are designed
to hold open fire or smoke stop doors for
convenience during normal conditions,
and then release them either manually
or automatically in response to an
emergency.
Our range of Door Release Units includes
§ Universal, wall- and floor-mount
versions
§ IP65 rated weatherproof models
§ 24 V DC and 230 V AC options
§ A range of holding forces

 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT –
FIRE RESISTANT CLIPS

 EMERGENCY VOICE COMMUNICATION  EMERGENCY VOICE COMMUNICATION
– EVCS
– ASSIST CALL

The converter can function in either a
Passive ‘Plug and Play’ mode or an
Active mode which supports intelligent
monitoring and diagnostics.

LINIAN fire-rated cable fixings are
expertly designed to save time, money
and lives; this remarkable evolution of
a vital building component can help
you make every job neater and more
effective than ever.
There is no need for plugs, screws, and
washers – simply drill the hole, slide the
clip over the cable, and push it into the
wall.
§ The FireClip is suitable for round
cables and PVC trunking and
supports a tensile load of 24 kg.
§ The heavy-duty SuperClip is
designed specifically for conduit,
armoured (SWA) and grouped
cables; it supports a tensile load of
44 kg.

An Emergency Voice Communication
System, or EVCS, allows voice
communication in either direction between
a central control point and several other
points throughout a building or building
complex, particularly in a fire emergency.
The Technoswitch EVCS is a
comprehensive Emergency Voice
Communication System that combines
Fire Telephone, Disabled Refuge and
Emergency Assistance Alarm Systems in
one fully integrated robust network.
The range encompasses compact,
elegant touchscreen master stations,
system expander panels, and repeater
panels with compatible outstations for all
applications.

§ The Smart+Guard, is a tough
polycarbonate hinged protective cover
that can easily be installed over a range
of call points, emergency switches
and other devices to protect against
vandalism, accidental damage or misuse.
§ The Smart+Cage Anti-Vandal Cover
is perfect for protecting essential fire,
safety and security equipment from theft,
vandalism, or accidental damage.
§ The SMART+SHIELD secures emergency
exit doors and may be installed on
any door type with all different kinds of
door hardware. It offers a simple, costeffective solution to prevent the misuse of
emergency exit doors. It is also available
for application with panic bars, push bars
and multi-point locking systems.

The National Building Regulations & Building
Standards Part S (SANS 10400‑S) deals with
facilities for disabled people. These features
are “Accessible Features” and are meant to
ensure that accommodation and transport
are accessible for persons with disabilities.
The Technoswitch ASSIST CALL accessible
toilet kit is suitable for all buildings requiring
accessible toilets, changing areas, and
showers. The ASSIST CALL bedroom kit
is used for facilities that require accessible
bedrooms, such as hotels, student and
residential accommodation.
The ASSIST CALL kits are fully integrated
into the Technoswitch EVCS, enabling
building staff to respond to an alarm from
any master station.

To view our complete PRODUCT RANGE, visit www.technoswitch.co.za

 FIRE SUPPRESSION – TOTAL
FLOODING MODULAR

 FIRE SUPPRESSION – TOTAL
FLOODING ENGINEERED

 FIRE SUPPRESSION – OBJECT
AEROSOL

The Eckoshield® pre-engineered fire
suppression system stands out for its ability
to deliver a safe extinguishment (high safety
margin) for equipment and human lives
in a wide array of application spaces and
hazard sizes.
The system is pre-engineered with defined
maximum design parameters, and there is
no need to run pipes within the designated
areas
Both HFC227ea (FM200TM) and FK‑5‑1‑12
(NovecTM 1230) clean fire suppression
agents can be used with the Eckoshield
modular system.
Eckoshield gas cylinders are manufactured
in South Africa in an ISO 9001 and ISO 3834
certified factory and have SABS and TUV
certification.

The Inergen® IG541 inert gas fire
suppression system from FireEater can be
used in many different environments and is
widely used across the world.

Stat-X® Fire Suppression is an advanced
aerosol technology that protects
enclosed special hazards.

 FIRE SUPPRESSION – VEHICLE

 FIRE SUPPRESSION – KITCHEN

The BlazeCut T-Series offers affordable
first-line fire protection for the engine
compartment of small vehicles and
pleasure boats with its easy installation and
no maintenance required.

Fire is an ever‑present danger in
restaurants, yet it is often difficult for small
to medium‑sized commercial kitchens to
find the right fire suppression system. The
TRIPLESTAR Automatic Fire Suppression
System is cost‑effective, compact and
easy to install – placed outside the
exhaust duct, above the cooking zone, it
delivers fast, effective fire detection and
suppression.

Our COMPACT LINE Vehicle Fire System is
a complete, pre‑engineered fire detection
and suppression system designed to
protect large commercial vehicles’ engine
compartments against fire. Effective,
compact and economical, the SP‑certified
(P mark) and UNECE certified systems
accommodate vehicle engines of any size.
COMPACT LINE is quick and easy to install,
directly above and around the engine –
closer to where a fire could start.

Inergen is highly recommended for larger
or multiple risks and utilises distribution
pipework in the room or ceiling and floor
voids.
Selector valve systems are used in
advanced fire suppression systems where
one common supply of Inergen is used for
protecting several rooms.
All pipework and nozzle placement are
calculated using UL-approved Inergen
design software, ensuring no detail is
overlooked.

The LPCB approved systems are
available in different sizes and can
protect small kitchens with three cooking
areas (including the hood) and larger
commercial kitchens with up to nine
cooking zones (including the hood).
Systems can be combined to cater for
kitchens with more than nine cooking
zones.

Aerosols are an effective alternative to
traditional special hazard fire protection.
Stat-X fire suppression is used worldwide
in many critical applications and is an
approved halon replacement and hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) alternative.
Stat‑X aerosol generators are virtually
maintenance-free and have a service
life of 15 years. This, coupled with their
very low installation cost, makes them an
extremely cost‑effective fire protection
suppression solution.
The range is UL listed and carries Marine
and ATEX (Zone 2) certification.

 FIRE SUPPRESSION – OBJECT

BlazeCut T-Series is a simple, automatic,
and cost-effective fire protection solution
for small electrical enclosures. Typical
applications are small electrical cabinets,
fuse boxes, audio-video equipment
or racks, which can be found in every
household, office or industrial building.
Larger electrical cabinets, server racks
and CNC machines can be protected by
our BlazeCut C-Series systems.
The C-Series consists of a cylinder
containing Novec™ 1230 extinguishing
agent and a proprietary pressurised,
continuous linear sensor tube that reliably
detects and actuates the release of the
extinguishing agent using pneumatic
technology.

COMPANIES REPRESENTED
Aligning ourselves with world-class manufacturers of technologically advanced and innovative
products has always been our top priority.
We strive to bring you the experience and benefits of internationally approved products that
comply with international standards and regulations used in the fire detection industry.

INNOVATORS OF FIRE TECHNOLOGY
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